
OPEN THREAD: TAKE
THE RIDE
Because we really need to lance this wound,
here’s an open thread.

REALITY GETS A HARSH
SENTENCE
With Update Below!

As many of
you may
already
know, this
morning was
the
sentencing
for Reality
Winner. She
was
sentenced
to 63
months of
incarcerati
on and
three years of supervised release upon
completion of her term. The supervised release
term is rather standard. She will be housed at
the Federal Medical Center, Carswell in Fort
Worth, Texas. The stated reason was because she
is bulimic, but it seems more like a nod to her,
and her family, who requested a Texas posting so
they would be near. There is no pecuniary fine.
I have not seen the official sentencing order
yet, but have little to no doubt she will be
credited with the time served in pre-trial
detention since her arrest on June 3, 2017; i.e.
nearly 15 months. So, assuming that, she should
be released in about 4 years.
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Okay, that is the hard nuts and bolts of Ms.
Winner’s sentencing. If you want some more
background, please see our old friend Kevin
Gosztola at Shadowproof, who has been covering
all the Reality Winner court appearances.

All that said, let me address a couple of
things. First, the sentence was not unexpected,
indeed it was stipulated to in the plea
agreement Ms. Winner both signed and allocuted
to in open court. While the court technically
“could” have deviated downward, there was little
to no chance it would given the plea language.
Anybody shocked by today’s sentencing has not
been paying attention.

Secondly, the government did not “block”
Winner’s defenses. I had a discussion on this
point with a good friend, Will Bunch, who has
admirably written extensively on, and in favor
of, Reality. Sadly, the law here is what it is,
and not what Will and I would like it to be.
Winner’s attorneys filed every motion they
could, both to try to win and to protect the
record. But those motions were never going to
work, they never do, and they did not here.

Jeffrey Sterling also tried all of that. It did
not work then, for him, either. Sterling got 42
months in prison. It is hard to compare
disparate cases, but in the long run, I
personally have a hard time seeing why Reality
Winner was worse or more damaging than Jeff
Sterling, and yet she got 1.5 times as much
incarceration as Sterling. Different DOJ’s,
different times and the Trump Administration was
already on the record as head hunting for
leakers when Winner fell into their lap. So, I
guess it is not shocking. They were looking to
make an example and there she was.

Now to the after show doings. The United States
Attorney for the Southern District of Florida,
Bobby L. Christine (never trust a man with two
first names), cravenly issued a pompous press
release on the sentencing. This is just a taste
of the Christine hyperbolic:
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The document Winner compromised did, in
fact, contain TOP SECRET information
about the sources and methods used to
acquire the intelligence described in
the report. That means it revealed how
U.S. Intelligence Agencies obtained
information. U.S. Government subject
matter experts have determined that
Winner’s willful, purposeful disclosure
caused exceptionally grave damage to
U.S. national security. That harm
included, but was not limited to,
impairing the ability of the United
States to acquire foreign intelligence
information similar to the information
the defendant disclosed. This was, by no
means, a victimless crime.

What’s more, Winner’s exceptionally
damaging disclosure was not a
spontaneous, unplanned event, but was
the calculated culmination of a series
of acts. She researched whether it was
possible to insert a thumb drive into a
Top Secret computer without being
detected, and then inserted a thumb
drive, WHICH THE GOVERNMENT NEVER
RECOVERED, into a Top Secret computer.
She researched job opportunities that
would provide her access to classified
information. At the same time, she
searched for information about anti-
secrecy organizations, and she
celebrated claimed compromises in U.S.
classified information.

Note the Trump like raging capital letters?
Ooof. It was an unnecessary and prickish public
release by somebody that had won and driven the
vanquished into the ground. And while Bobby L.
Christine took all the glory, he did not do
diddly squat himself, the matter was handled by
a team of career AUSA’s that he did not even
have the common courtesy to mention. Very Trump
like.

Okay, so why did Ms. Winner end up here? There



are a lot of reasons. First off, while Winner
would have pretty clearly been discovered
anyway, she disclosed her material to The
Intercept, which was far from the only cause of
her discovery, but did her no favors either. And
the Government, especially the NSA, hates, with
a capital H, The Intercept. But again, Reality’s
discovery was inevitable even despite that, but
it is a factor.

Secondly, the Government has thought all along
that she had more material than what The
Intercept and Matt Cole received and published.
In its sentencing memorandum, the government
addressed other areas of concern as to Winner
including: her insertion of flash drive into a
TS/SCI NSA computer at Fort Meade; her Internet
history (which other filings make clear included
details on Anonymous, Vault 7, Hal Martin,
Assange, and Snowden); her download of Tor; her
seeking out employment at Pluribus; and her
screenshots of secure drop information.

These bases were generally also why she was
detained without bail. That does not make it
right, and it is, and remains true, that there
is far too much secrecy and cheap classification
in the face of the American public’s interest.
This is a textbook example of just that. But
Reality Winner tried to be a whistleblower and
fell into the lurch where there are no such
protections for the acts she did. She paid an
overly, and draconian, price for what she did
because the Trump Administration needed a head
on a pike. They got hers. And this morning’s
sentencing was the ugly culmination of that.

UPDATE: alright, Trevor Timm at The Intercept,
has posted an interesting coda to the Reality
Winner goings on today.

WHEN THE INTERCEPT first published the
top-secret document, reporters and
editors went to the government — as they
do every time The Intercept publishes
classified documents — to hear the NSA’s
views about any information that might
truly harm national security. After
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listening to the agency’s arguments, and
out of an abundance of caution, The
Intercept redacted a few pieces of
information from the document before
publishing it.

A key phrase that the government wanted
withheld was the specific name of the
Russian unit identified in the document.
The government was particularly
insistent on that point. Since it wasn’t
vital to the story that the unit’s name
be revealed, nor was it clear — at least
at the time — that revealing the unit’s
name was in the public interest, The
Intercept agreed to withhold it.

But in the indictment of alleged Russian
military intelligence operatives that
Mueller’s office released last month,
the Justice Department revealed the same
name: GRU unit 74455. (The unit is also
known as the Main Center for Special
Technology or GTsST.) The indictment
went on to reveal information almost
identical to that contained in the
document Winner admits to disclosing:

In or around June 2016, KOVALEV and his
co-conspirators researched domains used
by U.S. state boards of elections,
secretaries of state, and other
election-related entities for website
vulnerabilities. KOVALEV and his co-
conspirators also searched for state
political party email addresses,
including filtered queries for email
addresses listed on state Republican
Party websites.

In or around July 2016, KOVALEV and his
co-conspirators hacked the website of a
state board of elections (“SBOE 1”) and
stole information related to
approximately 500,000 voters, including
names, addresses, partial social
security numbers, dates of birth, and
driver’s license numbers



In or around August 2016, KOVALEV and
his co-conspirators hacked into the
computers of a U.S. vendor (“Vendor 1”)
that supplied software used to verify
voter registration information for the
2016 U.S. elections. KOVALEV and his co-
conspirators used some of the same
infrastructure to hack into Vendor 1
that they had used to hack into SBOE 1.

The Justice Department is trying to have
it both ways: It’s OK for Mueller to
publicly release this information in an
attempt to prosecute alleged Russian
hackers because it’s in the public
interest. But at the exact same time,
the government is also claiming that a
document including very similar
information causes grave harm to
national security when disclosed to the
public by someone else.

There is a lot more there at Trevor’s post.
Without doubling the size of this post, I would
like to second the expert opinions submitted by
Bill Leonard that Trevor Timm describes and have
been long a staple here. There literally is no
greater expert on classification than Bill
Leonard. That said, it is like the discussion in
the main original post. The fight is against
archaic, authoritarian and totalitarian laws and
legal precedent. Until those are changed, there
is reality, and then there is the regrettable
case of Reality Winner.

GET CARTER, REDUX
Oh great, 412 pages to read, crazy-pants
interview to watch, Twitter threads and blog
posts to peruse, and now a timeline to check.
Damn you, Page — as if I had nothing better to
do this week. This is an open thread.
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THREE THINGS: CALL,
CALL, CALL!
It’s Monday morning; do you know where your
phone is? Good. Get dialing.

ANGRY MOM: HEY
ATTENTION DEFICIT
MEDIA, CATCH A CLUE!
I don’t even have a real post for this because I
am so goddamned angry right now. PAY ATTENTION,
DAMN IT. Where are the girls, the babies, all of
the children?

ANGRY MOM: HIDING
THE TRUMPIAN
GENOCIDE’S RECORDS
When I think I can’t get any angrier, the Trump
administration proves there isn’t a limit to how
low they will go. ICE asked last year to shorten
the time it keeps records on sexual assaults and
deaths of detained immigrants in custody.
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ANGRY MOM: I SEE
DEAD CHILDREN
The Trump administration has been planning these
‘death camps’ for a year. Don’t tell me it’s
hyperbole when they can’t show us the girls and
babies.

THE NY TIMES,
SEKULOW AND DOWD’S
SOPHISTRY AND
TRUMP’S KING LIKE
VIEWPOINT
I have obligations that I seriously must run out
the door for, but this need to be posted so that
it can be dissected. The inestimable crew of
Haberman, Schmidt et. al have posted a rather
amazing letter 20 page letter issued on behalf
of Trump by his attorneys at the time, Jay
Sekulow and John Dowd. There is a minimum of
mockery of the effort, which I will attribute to
the contributions of Charlie Savage and Matt
Apuzzo, who have the curious, too often for the
Times, habit of actually appropriately reading
legal things with an eye to what they really
represent.

This “letter” is one of the most ridiculous
pieces of legal sophistry I have ever seen in my
life. It, without an iota of shame or self
reflection, brazenly place Trump as not just a
King, but a God like entity that far outstrips
the importance of the rule of law or separation
of powers the Founders intended.

So, I am leaving this here until either Marcy or
I come back to it later. Read the damn thing.
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Weep for your country and the shreds of its
Constitution before Trump and his lackeys burn
what’s left.

THE MOUSE THAT
ROARED, THE BIGOTRY
ROSEANNE
PERPETRATED AND
IGNORANT RACISM OF
TRUMP
No, it is not enough that ABC and Disney canned
the ignorant bigot Roseanne, the media needs to
stop propagating the Salena Zito fraud that
“Real America” supports ignorance and racism.

RE: THE BOGUS
MANAFORT CHALLENGE
TO MUELLER’S
JURISDICTION
One court has already slapped down Manafort’s
motion to dismiss based on Mueller exceeding his
authority, there is one left to weigh in.
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